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Book 3Spoiler Alert: This book description contains spoilers, if you have not read Zomb-Pocalypse 1

& 2, reading this description will ruin a huge plot twist in the first two books. Jane has found the

cabin, her best friend Abby, and most surprisingly, her parentsâ€“but now the hard part begins.For

over a month, Jane has survived on the road amid flesh eating monsters with no one to tell her what

to do, but now she has her parents hovering over her, stifling her every movement. They want to

treat her like their little girl, but the Apocalypse has forced her to grow up in so many ways that she

just cannot go back.Surviving day to day on the road was hard, but building a life for themselves will

be an even bigger challenge. Winter is starting to settle in, faster every day, and the group finds

themselves in a life or death race to gather food and ensure the safety of the cabin from dead that

seem to pop up everywhere. Nothing is truly safe.Hard lessons are learned through deadly

mistakes, friendships are strained to their near breaking point, and it could all be for nothing â€¦
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I've really have come to enjoy this series. The read is exciting and the characters are like your own

family. It's a good enjoyable zombie book. One thing I have especially enjoyed is not much about



the military. I get tired of how so many zombie books constantly use the military and usually in a bad

light. This is more of several different families coming together to survive as one. I'm really looking

forward to the 4th book. I think this book would also be a good read for the teenager group. Lots of

Gore and zombie stuff, but also not too adult for teenagers to enjoy, or parents to worry about.

I agree with the first reviewer! Write faster! I can't to find out what happens to sunny! I love this

series and 2017 is too long to wait for the next book! Thanks for the great read!

Some books of this caliber are boring after the first book,not this series. Love the story line and the

characters

I was so excited to see this come through...and now a book 4?!!! I can't wait til January...love your

books, Megan
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